Abstract. It has been demonstrated by N. T. Young [NATO ASI Series F34, Springer-Verlag, Berlin, New York, 1987] that given a stable matrix-valued function Go(s) and a nonnegative integer k, there exists a unique superoptimal approximation (s) with no more than k poles in the left half plane that minimizes the sequence (s'(Go + ), s(Go + ), ),with respect to lexicographic ordering, where s(G + ) := sup,o si Go + ) (jw) and si (") are the singular values in descending order of magnitude. This paper presents a constructive state-space algorithm that evaluates the superoptimal approximating matrix function. The procedure recursively minimizes each frequency-dependent singular value with the aid of all-pass transformations constructed from the kth Schmidt pairs of a sequence of Hankel operators. The algorithm may be stopped after an arbitrary number of, say, =< min (m, p) steps. The representation formula at the /th stage will characterize all matrix functions that have -<_k poles in the left half plane and that minimize s(Go + )," ,sT(Go+).
1. Introduction. There are many occasions on which engineers require reliable low-order approximations to high-order models. For this reason the model-orderreduction problem has been the subject of numerous theoretical investigations, and several different approaches have been developed. A technique that has received much recent attention is the optimal Hankel-norm approach [4] , which offers good guaranteed performance characteristics that are close to verifiable lower bounds.
For matrix-valued problems the optimal Hankel-norm approach typically has a continuum of solutions. The question then arises as to which solution (if there is one) is best. A partial answer to this question is implicit in [4] , in that -error bounds are available for only certain optimal Hankel-norm reduced-order models. Young discusses an alternative approach to the uniqueness question [16] . His suggestion is to seek to minimize the sequence s(E) (s(E), s(E),. rather than just s(E), where s(E):=sup,o [si(E)(jw)], E(s) is the modeling error, and Si(" is the ith singular value (numbered in descending order of magnitude). The reduced-order model that minimizes s(x E) has been shown to exist and to be unique [16] . In modelreduction applications it is possible to reduce the -norm of the error system by using the superoptimal Hankel-norm approximation rather than some other approximation, but we have no proof of this. For diagonal problems the superoptimal solution is the most natural choice because it is the diagonal matrix of optimal solutions.
The idea behind superoptimality is easily illustrated by way of a simple 2 2 example. Suppose is an optimal approximation to G(s), provided that f(s) is chosen to be in __ (1) (+')()= 0 -for which (s(G+ Fo), s(G+ F,o))= (1/2, 0). This is the superoptimal approximation to G(s). If the (1, 2) and (2, 1) elements of G(s) are nonzero, the situation is more complicated and a formal algorithmic procedure is required. This paper recasts Young's algorithm in a concrete state-space framework that can be implemted on a digital computer that can tackle any rotational superoptimal approximation problem. Section 2 contains the notation to be used and a standard Hankel-norm approximation result. Section 3 contains the main results of the paper: Theorem 3.1 is standard and describes a key property of the Schmidt pairs of Hankel operators. Lemma 3.2 is a modified version of a result in [9] , and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 are generalizations of parallel results in [9] . The F-'(002A*,+A,,-00C*UB*) r or og +, o-.+,g+,.
The next result is standard (see, e.g., [13] ) and demonstrates that any Schmidt pair of FGo has singular-vector-type properties for the error system (Go+ F). If F(s)
)_(k) is any optimal approximation of Go( s 6 + then
Thus by modulo scaling fk+ (S) and gk+(S) are singular vectors of the error system E(s) (Go+ F)(s) at each frequency s =joo corresponding to the largest singular value of E(jw). In our application we use fk+(S) and gk+(S) as a basis for constructing two all-pass transformations to be used in a diagonalization procedure. Lemma 3.1 represents the first step in a two-stage scaling process. The aim is to find vectors k+i(S) and qk+(S) that have full rank at infinity but that retain the singular vector properties of the Schmidt pair [13 is required to be completely unstable (for reasons that will become apparent later), the spectral factor m(s) must be nonminimum phase. This is achieved by choosing the appropriate solution to the corresponding Riccati equation [2] . Proof The position of the eigenvalues of A-r-1/2( will be established directly from (3.51), from which it is clear that they are located at the eigenvalues of (3.52) A + r-' c,* c*, c c,(z + n'r). [6] , [14] . Since F (l) by assumption, there must be at least r cancellations in the closed loop. Since any cancellation is constrained to occur at a zero of (3.52a) or (3.52b) (by [10, Thm. 4.3]), we obtain the required contradiction, since the zero of (3.52a) and (3.52b) It follows, therefore, that all optimal /th order approximations of G(s) are generated through (Q, O), as claimed. As a consequence, the set of all F(s)'s that minimize (s(Go+ F), s(Go+ F)) lexicographically is parameterized by is all-pass.
(ii) I1 (11 IIF211< (3.15) are free from left-half-plane zeros, a pole-zero cancellation analysis similar to the one carried out in [9] establishes the existence of extensions that are optimal with respect to the first two singular values and are such that deg (F!2o)) <_-2n 3. If this assumption holds for all Gi's generated by Algorithm 3.1, it can be shown that
The cancellation analysis is moderately intricate and is consequently omitted. 
